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Introduction 
Toxicology needs faster, more efficient use of existing data and 
knowledge for risk assessment for the ever-growing number of 
chemicals to be testing [1]. The Adverse Outcome Pathway 
(AOP) concept emerged in 2010 to capture all mechanistic 
information on toxicological processes, and thereby assist in 
setting up a risk assessment approach [2]. Currently, the major 
AOP database is the AOP-Wiki, but its data cannot be easily 
queried for specific content, and lacks semantic annotations that 
allow the linking to other relevant data sources and tools. 
 
We aim to improve the interoperability of the AOP-Wiki  by 
creating a Resource Description Framework (RDF) version and 
allowing data retrieval through SPARQL  queries to support 
toxicological risk assessment workflows. 

Results 
The created AOP-Wiki RDF has the RDF scheme is represented in 
Figure 1.  
SPARQL queries were created for the following questions: 
• What is all measurement/method information for an AOP? 
(Figure 2) 
• For all stressor chemicals what can be linked to WikiPathways 
[3,4] using Wikidata [5] for identifier mapping (Figure 3). 

Methods 
The AOP-Wiki provides quarterly permanent downloads for the 
full database XML (https://aopwiki.org/downloads/). This XML 
was parsed with Python 3.5 and the ElementTree XML API. The 
data was stored in the Turtle format.  
 
To integrate the RDF, we wrote a variety of federated SPARQL 
queries executed in Blazegraph (build version 2.1.4). 

Conclusion 
Here we showed that the RDF transformation of AOP-Wiki content can assist in the accessibility and expansion of toxicological knowledge 
by allowing semantic interoperability. This opens many opportunities to increase the usefulness of RDF for toxicological risk assessment, 
such as the increased annotation of biological processes, genes and proteins, and pathways involved in the AOPs. 
 
We are working making available a SPARQL endpoint Docker image to simplify the use of the data, and include it in the OpenRiskNet e-
infrastructure to provide AOP knowledge for automated risk assessment workflows.  
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Figure 1: RDF schema of AOP-Wiki data. 

Figure 2: SPARQL query and result to retrieve all measurement/method information  
for AOP 12 from the AOP-Wiki data. 

Figure 3: SPARQL query and result to integrate chemical knowledge from AOP-Wiki with WikiPathways, by utilizing Wikidata RDF.  
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